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About This Game

In this game you will visit the heavenly islands. Manage the ball get to the final point without falling, while you decide to solve
all kinds of puzzles.

The game has 3 types of balls, each of which has unique properties: Wooden - medium characteristics, Metallic - heavy and
slow, Fur - light and fast. Each of them is useful to you in a certain difficult situation.

Features:
- Simple operation;
- Relaxation music;

- Beautiful, 3D environment;
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Title: Sky Ball
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SPS
Publisher:
SPS
Release Date: 5 Jan, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or Newer

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 260 or ATI 4850

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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its too boring. when you died for some stupid reason at end of the level, you have to pass whole level over and over again. yes
you have 3 lifes but for an example level 4 has a sh!t road end of the level. you will fall 3 times. and the other levels have same
sh!t puzzles. there is a checkpoint system yes but life system is just unnecessary. and boxes doesnt fit spaces, you have to push
them like 632462378 times.

You will get low fps in some places
Also the idea isnt original. (check ''vertigo ball game'' and ''balance ball game'' on internet) they are much much beautiful
Impossible achievements too
Just refunded after 90 mins
DONT BUY even its free
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